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First it was the telephone, then it was radio and TV, then the internet. Now it’s talking fridges, walking smart chips and stalking
cyber predators. But where is all this information and communication technology really taking us? Special report by Jane Charnley.
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I’ve seen the future – and it’s smart
THE Government may still be using the
good old postal system to carry out the
national census, but businesses are catching on to the value of gathering information at the speed of a hyperlink.
According to the experts – known in the
business as futurologists – it is only a matter of time before the total convergence of
voice, vision and data technology takes
place. Very soon, telephone, television and
internet will all be accessible from the
same wireless point.
Once these magic boxes are up and running, information will flow endlessly in
every direction. And for businesses, the
opportunities are apparently limitless.
Of course, the futurologists are already
light years ahead. Speaking in Leeds
recently, BT’s Graham Whitehead, billed as
advanced concepts manager, talked without
fear of the brave new world set to befall us.
He talked dramatically of men with
microprocessors sewn behind their ears or,
if they preferred, stitched into their jackets.
These intelligent chips, which he claims
will be smaller than a penny and cost less
than one, will be used for all manner of
purposes.
They would store vital medical information for use by paramedics or doctors in
emergencies. Or, when wired into a camera, act as a vigilant pair of eyes that store
information.
Whitehead described the scene: “Man
walks into crowded reception. Friendly
voice in his ear says, ‘John Smith. You met
him two weeks ago at the Science in Business seminar. He was buying a new car.’
Man holds his hand out and beams: “Hello
John! Which motor did you go for, then?’ ”
Whatever the merits of the applications,
the message is that there is no shortage of
them.
“In the near future your home will

Cool customer: “Your fridge will ring you up at work and tell you you’re out
of milk,” says BT futurologist Graham Whitehead.
become intelligent,” said Whitehead, who
tours the country explaining what telecom
giant BT does at its research and development centre in Surrey. “Consumer
durables will have built-in processors and
talk to each other. Your fridge will ring
you up at work and tell you you’re out of
milk.”
Nevertheless, companies will have to
work hard to persuade Joe Public to trust
thinking pieces of silicon – or artificial
intelligence agents as they are known – to
make his decisions.
Of course, many “smart” systems are

already in use. One daring individual,
Kevin Warwick, Professor of Cybernetics at
Reading University, has experimented with
one chip implants. The first managed little
more than to open doors and turn lights on
for him, but the latest will record nervous
impulses in his arm.
Smart chips are embedded in some phone
cards, identity cards and credit cards. At
the moment, these chips are used for a single purpose. However, Whitehead, who
claims he needs the four mobile phones he
owns, says each chip already has the capability to multi-task.

Will Arsenal score an own goal on case
of trader who sold goods for 30 years?
Lee Curtis
is a Trade Mark Attorney at
Pinsent Curtis Biddle in Leeds
WHEN is the name of your favourite
football club a “sign”, “a trade
mark” or “a badge of allegiance” to
be shouted at opposing fans or to be
worn with pride down your local
high street? The question was
recently discussed in the High Court,
when Arsenal FC attempted to prevent the sale of “unauthorised” football memorabilia carrying their
famous name by Mr Reed, a street
trader who has sold Arsenal
merchandise outside its Highbury
Ground for over 30 years.
Football clubs are now multi-million
pound businesses and a large proportion of their revenue derives from
the sale of memorabilia and clothing.

Like several other clubs, Arsenal now
employs a variety of civil and criminal
procedures to restrict the activities of
unlicensed vendors of souvenirs.
The club has actively encouraged
fans to buy “official merchandise”
licensed and produced by the club
and vendors of “official merchandise” can use adverts such as “only
official Arsenal merchandise sold
here”. The club also clearly marks its
goods on swing tickets, neck labels
and header cards as manufactured
on behalf of the club.
Having been effectively blacklisted
as an unofficial vendor, Mr Reed sold
a range of “unofficial” products
carrying marks such Arsenal FC and
the club badge. Arsenal initiated a
passing off action against Mr Reed
on the basis that he had misrepresented, via the simple use of marks
such Arsenal FC, that his unofficial

goods were products of Arsenal FC
or were associated, connected or
licensed by Arsenal FC. To succeed,
Arsenal had to prove that, as a result
of the misrepresentation outlined
above, the goodwill of Arsenal FC in
the business associated with their
trade marks was damaged or is likely
to be damaged by Mr Reed’s use of
the various marks.
Justice Laddie found that there was
no confusion in the minds of those
who cared about the origin and
provenance of the goods and therefore no misrepresentation – for two
reasons: Arsenal had clearly defined
what was “official” and Mr Reed had
made it clear that his goods were not
official. Other customers simply
didn’t care where the goods came
from and purchased goods as badges
of allegiance.
Meanwhile, Arsenal FC also alleged

He predicts that the NHS will be saving
millions within the next five years, after
piggy-backing onto one of these card operators, to store patients’ medical information
on the spare memory.
In fact, large-scale information gathering
is well under way. The big retailers have
amassed huge reserves of valuable data
about their customers through the loyalty
card schemes.
Supermarkets are ready to use details,
such as how many bags of frozen peas Mrs
Smith bought last week, to target its marketing to her more accurately than blanket
direct-mail.
Smart as it may seem, however, to use
computers to boost profits, artificial intelligence agents are only as good as their
human programmers, who decide how to
interpret the information.
A supermarket may decide to tempt Mrs
Smith with the products she does not normally buy. If she were a vegetarian, she
might not take too kindly to being bombarded with pictures of sirloin steak and
pork sausages.
On the other hand, tracking the historic
behaviour of a customer in order to predict
what she will buy next is likely to prove
unsuccessful. After all, a lady is entitled to
change her mind.
Recognising that artificial intelligent
agents have to improve their IQ before they
can be entrusted with the weekly shop, it is
e-commerce which is really forging ahead
to rear a better class of cyborg.
Businesses on the internet have perhaps
more reason than most to develop software
which interacts with the customer. B2B
software companies are scrambling to produce something that they claim will bring
internet shopping near to a real life experience. The race is now on to create the
smoothest cyber-salesman on earth.
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A software company based in Huddersfield, Chokan – Japanese for sixth sense –
claims to be as near as anyone in this quest
with a product that interacts with website
visitors to deliver an experience comparable to a real shopping expedition.
“We’re not talking about the stickiness of
web pages anymore, but the slickness. That
doesn’t mean an 80s’ salesman, but a fast,
responsive website,” said Chokan’s sales
and marketing manager, Andrew Earnshaw.
The software was designed by managing
director, Gary Walton, after his pregnant
wife was unable to find suitable clothes for
her 18-month-year-old on the web. Unlike
companies such as Amazon.com – which
uses “collaborative filtering” to categorise
the customer’s needs according to research
about other buyers – Chokan claims its system is more in tune with the moods of the
individual during the website visit.
“We can take past history into consideration or take just some of it. The system
works dynamically,” he said.
It has a “mood accelerator”, set by the
client who decides whether to use information collected during that session only or
whether to blend it with previous sessions,
explains Earnshaw.
Fittingly, children’s clothing retailer,
Mamas and Papas, will be one of the first
companies to trial the system and another
major high street retailer is considering it.
While the geeks are happily parading
their protegés in cyberspace, customers are
becoming more than a little nervous about
the immense databank of personal details
which is building up in order to create
these profiles.
The principal method used by companies
to track the movements of customers is to
“drop a cookie”, a device which copies
itself on to hard drives and records the
movements of websurfers. Cookies have a
bad reputation because some have been
dropped covertly and others are intrusive
beyond an acceptable level – logging the email addresses of recipients of pages which
have been forwarded.
Websurfers can disable cookies, or ask
their computer to let them know when one
has been sent.

But according to the Institute for Communications Arbitration and Forensics, few
people know this and remain vulnerable to
the predators of the world wide web.
“The worst end of the scale is that your
ID is used as a cover for more sinister
activities, including pornography,” said
Greg Smith, ICAF’s technical director.
“The average event, however, is the genuine, overt use of data by companies to
allow more personalised viewing for customers in the future.”
Smith says part of the reason for the UK’s
lack of vigilance is because there is less
web crime in the UK than in the US.
“The American people more than the
English are paranoid about it: who are
these people behind the cookies, they ask?
Is it the Government using information for
census purposes or is the information to be
used for commercial purposes?
“Then again, it could simply be for companies with a genuine reason – to keep the
customer coming back by serving their
needs best.”
He advises companies to lay their customers’ minds at rest by declaring openly
what they intend to do with any data collected by cookies, especially if it is to be
sold on to a third party.
In fact, companies shadowing their customers’ movements are more likely to irritate like a persistent little brother than get
up to more sinister Big Brother-type activities.
And according to the statistics, a large
number of companies have not even begun
to exploit the information that could be at
their fingertips.
Forty to 60 per cent of companies do not
use cookies at all, says Smith, because they
do not know what to do with the information and cannot afford to manage it correctly under the rules of the Data Protection Act.
But if Graham Whitehead’s predictions
about talking fridges come true, then it is
not just e-commerce that needs to worry
about the management of information, but
the milkman, too.
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that Mr Reed had infringed its registered trade marks. Under the Trade
Marks Act 1994, a person is deemed
to infringe a registered trade mark if
they use, in the course of trade, a
sign identical or similar to a registered trade mark in relation to goods
and services which are similar to
those for which it is registered. The
key question was: does a word, logo
or device have to be used in a “trade
mark sense” as a badge of origin to
infringe a trade mark registration?
Was Mr Reed using Arsenal and the
like in a “trade mark sense” on his
goods? If not, did the word “sign”
in the relevant provisions mean that
simply using a word/logo in any
sense was infringement, whether
that was as a badge of origin or not?
Justice Laddie found that Mr Reed
was not using Arsenal FC et al in a
trade mark sense but as a badge of

allegiance. However, Justice Laddie
found that previous case law established that a word/logo need not be
used in a “trade mark sense” to fall
within the infringement provisions.
Mr Reed was using “a sign“ and thus
under existing case law, he would be
found to infringe.
Sympathising with Mr Reed, Justice
Laddie appeared to disagree with the
existing case law and last Tuesday
referred the case directly to the European Court of Justice for a definitive
opinion on this important question of
Trade Mark Law. If Mr Reed succeeds
it could seriously damage football
clubs’ ability to control the use of
their names and logos on products
and damage their merchandising
efforts, placing the sporting industry
on a different footing to other industries where “badges of allegiance”
do not come into play.
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